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ABSTRACT
Context. The disk-outflow connection is thought to play a key role in extracting excess angular momentum from a forming protostar.

HH30 is a rare and beautiful example of a pre-main sequence star exhibiting a flared edge-on disk, an optical jet, and a CO molecular
outflow, making this object a case study for the disk-jet-outflow paradigm.
Aims. We aim to clarify the origin of the small-scale molecular outflow of HH30 and its link and impact on the accretion disk.
Methods. We present ALMA 0.2500 angular resolution observations of the circumstellar disk and outflow around the T Tauri star
HH30 in the dust continuum at 1.33 mm and of the molecular line transitions of 12 CO(2–1) and 13 CO(2–1). We performed a disk
subtraction from the 12 CO emission, from which we analysed the outflow properties in detail in the altitudes z . 250 au. We fit
the transverse position-velocity diagrams across the 12 CO outflow to derive the ring positions and projected velocity components
(including rotation). We use the results of these fits to discuss the origin of the CO outflow.
Results. The 1.3 mm continuum emission shows a remarkable elongated morphology along PA = 31.2◦ ± 0.1◦ that has a constant
brightness out to a radius of r = 75 au. The emission is marginally resolved in the transverse direction, implying an intrinsic vertical
width ≤24 au and an inclination to the line-of-sight i ≥ 84.8◦ . The 13 CO emission is compatible with emission from a disk in
Keplerian rotation, in agreement with the previous findings. The monopolar outflow, detected in 12 CO, arises from the north-eastern
face of the disk from a disk radius r ≤ 22 au and extends up to 500 (or 700 au) above the disk plane. We derive a lower limit to the
total mass of the CO cavity/outflow of 1.7 × 10−5 M . The CO cavity morphology is that of a hollow cone with semi-opening angle
∼35◦ . The derived kinematics are consistent with gas flowing along the conical surface with constant velocity of 9.3 ± 0.7 km s−1 .
We detect small rotation signatures (Vφ sin i ∈ [0.1; 0.5] km s−1 ) in the same sense as the underlying circumstellar disk. From these
rotation signatures we infer an average specific angular momentum of the outflow of 38 ± 15 au km s−1 at altitudes z ≤ 250 au. We also
report the detection of small amplitude wiggling (1.2◦ ) of the CO axis around an average inclination to the line of sight of i = 91◦ .
Conclusions. The derived morphology and kinematics of the CO cavity are compatible with expectations from a slow disk wind,
originating either through photo-evaporation or magneto-centrifugal processes. Under the steady assumption, we derive launching
radii in the range 0.5–7 au. In that scenario, we confirm the large minimum mass flux of 9 × 10−8 M yr−1 for the CO wind. The wind
would therefore extract a significant amount of the accreted mass flux through the disk and would likely play a crucial role in the disk
evolution. If the CO flow originates from a steady-state disk wind, our ALMA observations rule out the 18 au binary orbital scenario
previously proposed to account for the wiggling of the optical jet and favour instead a precession scenario in which the CO flow
originates from a circumbinary disk around a close (separation ≤ 3.5 au) binary. Alternatively, the CO outflow could also trace the
walls of a stationary cavity created by the propagation of multiple bow shocks. Detailed numerical simulations are under way to fully
test the entrainment hypothesis.
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1. Introduction
A necessary prerequisite to understand the formation of stars is
the comprehension of the complex processes linking the collapsing molecular core, the protostar, its circumstellar disk, and the
bipolar jets and outflows that expel material. Together, these processes regulate the protostar fragmentation and the mass that
the protostar(s) acquires; plus, they appear to be key for the
existence and morphology of planetary systems. Among these

processes, the initial amount, evolution, and re-distribution of
angular momentum appear to be fundamental. Part of the excess
of angular momentum may be carried away by jets and outflows and, thus, provide a solution to the angular momentum problem in star formation (e.g. Ray et al. 2007). Yet, the
exact link between jets/flows and the accretion disk is still a
critical issue in contemporary physics. One attractive possibility is a transfer of angular momentum from the disk to the
jets/outflows by means of magneto-centrifugal forces, such that
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circumstellar material may continue to accrete onto the central
object (e.g. Blandford & Payne 1982). Exactly where and how
this transfer occurs, and how it impacts the disk physics, is however still hotly debated (Ferreira et al. 2006; Pudritz et al. 2007;
Shang et al. 2007; Romanova et al. 2009; Cabrit 2009).
Measurements of angular momentum have been reported
for the jets in various evolutionary phases from Class 0
(Lee et al. 2008) to Class I (Chrysostomou et al. 2008), and during the T Tauri phase (Bacciotti et al. 2002; Woitas et al. 2005;
Coffey et al. 2004, 2007). Under the steady mass loss assumption, these signatures imply a jet launching radius in the inner
0.1–3 au of the disk and suggest that magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) winds could fully drive the accretion in these regions.
However, Louvet et al. (2016) showed that for the T Tauri star
Th28, the rotation sense of the disk is opposite to that of the
transverse velocity shifts that were previously detected with the
Hubble Space Telescope (HST) in the optical jet of this source
(Coffey et al. 2007). That second example of counter-rotation
together with RW Aur (Coffey et al. 2004; Cabrit et al. 2006)
suggests that the steady assumption may not hold and casts doubt
on the ability to derive constraints on the launching radii of jets
derived from optical rotation signatures.
Slower molecular outflows may also play an important role
in reducing the angular momentum from the disk/protostar system. The traditional interpretation of CO outflow in terms of
swept-up ambient matter has recently been challenged by the
detection of small-scale, V-shaped CO cavities in evolved Class
II sources. In these sources, no obvious envelope is present
for entrainment and the cavity base originates from within the
circumstellar disk (e.g. in HH30, Pety et al. 2006). Alternatively these small-scale cavities could trace disk winds generated either by MHD processes or by photo-evaporation of the
outer disk atmosphere. The MHD disk winds are efficient at
extracting angular momentum, while photo-evaporative flows
have potentially a strong influence on disk gas dissipation processes. Recent studies have reported tentative rotation signatures in low-velocity Class 0 and Class I molecular outflows at a
level consistent with MHD disk winds (Launhardt et al. 2009;
Zapata et al. 2009; Bjerkeli et al. 2016; Tabone et al. 2017;
Hirota et al. 2017). In all these embedded sources however, the
entrainment scenario cannot be fully excluded. In this article, we
present a detailed study of the small-scale CO cavity/molecular
outflow from the edge-on Class II source HH30 conducted
with ALMA.
The Herbig–Haro (HH) object 30 (Mundt & Fried 1983) is a
young solar-type star devoid of an envelope located in the dark
molecular cloud L1551 at a distance of ∼140 pc (Kenyon et al.
1994) in Taurus. The HH 30 exciting source is an optically
invisible star (Vrba et al. 1985) that is highly extinguished by
an edge-on disk (Burrows et al. 1996; Stapelfeldt et al. 1999),
which extends up to a radius of ∼250 au perpendicular to the
jet and divides the surrounding reflection nebulosity into two
lobes. Recent interferometric observations in 13 CO (J = 2−1)
are consistent with a gaseous disk in Keplerian rotation around
an enclosed mass of 0.45 ± 0.04 M that corresponds to a typical
T Tauri star with spectral class M0 ± 1 (Pety et al. 2006; hereafter P06). HH30 is considered as a prototype disk/jet/outflow
system. Its impressive bipolar jet has a total angular size of
70 (Anglada et al. 2007). The overall HH 30 jet structure can
be well described by a wiggling ballistic jet, whose knots
have velocities included between 100 km s−1 and 300 km s−1
(Estalella et al. 2012). Anglada et al. (2007) suggested that the
wiggling arises either from the orbital motion of the jet source
around a primary or from precession of the jet axis because of
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the tidal effects of a companion. In the first scenario, the companion would be orbiting at ∼18 au in a 53-year period, whereas in
the second scenario the companion would be orbiting at less than
1 au in less than a year. Interferometric imaging in the continuum
at λ = 1.3 mm resolved a region of reduced brightness at the centre of the system, suggesting that the disk of HH30 is truncated at
an inner radius of 37 ± 4 au (Guilloteau et al. 2008); this implies
that the wiggling of the jet would be due to orbital motion. The
molecular gas around HH30 was studied by Pety et al. (2006)
with the Plateau de Bure interferometer (hereafter PdBI) at an
angular resolution of ∼1.400 . The P06 work showed that the disk
of HH30 is in Keplerian rotation with its rotation vector pointing
towards the north-eastern jet. Furthermore, P06 demonstrated
that the outflow of HH30 is expending in the plane of the sky
with a magnitude of ∼12 km s−1 , and that the outflowing material is mainly located on the thin edges of a cone with an opening
angle of 30◦ . The P06 authors did not detect rotation in the outflow of HH30, and set an upper limit of 1 km s−1 at 200 au from
the jet axis.
In this paper, we report the first Atacama Large Millimeter/Submillimeter Array (ALMA) band 6 CO and continuum
observations at ∼0.2500 angular resolution (or ∼35 au) of the
HH30 system, aimed at constraining the outflow features. We
detail our observations and data reduction in Sect. 2 and develop
our analysis of the continuum and of the 13 CO and 12 CO emission lines in Sect. 3. Section 4 presents our detailed analysis of
the 12 CO emission. Section 5 discusses the origin of the outflow
of HH30 and give constraints on the central binary system. We
summarize our conclusions in Sect. 6.

2. Observations and data reduction
The characteristics of our lines and continuum observations are
detailed below. The resulting beam sizes and sensitivities are
summarized in Table 1. The 12 CO(J = 2 → 1), 13 CO(J =
2 → 1), and C18 O(J = 2 → 1) emission lines plus the continuum emissions at 1.28 mm and 1.38 mm of HH30 were observed
using the Band 6 of ALMA (211–275 GHz) at the phase centre α(J2000) = 04:31:37 and δ(J2000) = 18:12:24. The data were
taken using the cycle 2 semi-extended configuration of ALMA
with baselines ranging from 13 m to 1570 m. Two tracks were
performed on July 19, 2015 and one on July 21, 2015. Each
track lasted ∼40 min. The Band 6 data contained three spectral windows of 117.2 MHz bandwidth each in 960 channels that
were tuned at 219.563 GHz, 220.379 GHz, and 230.546 GHz to
simultaneously cover the C18 O(J = 2 → 1), 13 CO(J = 2 → 1),
and 12 CO(J = 2 → 1), respectively. Two additional spectral
windows of 1.875 GHz bandwidth in 128 channels centred at
217.044 GHz and 234.010 GHz were dedicated to the detection
of the continuum emission from the HH30 dust disk.
The data were reduced using the common astronomy software application (hereafter CASA; see McMullin et al. 2006).
We performed an initial correction for rapid atmospheric variations at each antenna using water vapor radiometer data
and corrected for the time and frequency dependence of the
system temperatures. One of the tracks from July 19, 2015
(uid_A002_Xa5df2c_X9030) was put aside due to irregular
phase drifts over short (minutes) timescales. Bandpass and flux
calibrations were performed on the quasar J0423-0120. Quasar
J0510+1800 was used in both remaining tracks to calibrate
the time variation of the complex gains. Based on the dispersion between the fluxes derived for the phase calibrator in each
observing session, we estimate the absolute flux calibration to
be accurate within ∼10%. Owing to residual inconsistency in
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Table 1. Observational set-up of the ALMA-cycle 2 data set.

Spectral window
Frequency
Bandwidth
Native channel width
Primary beam
Synthesized beam
Beam PA
Rms noise levelc
Fluxd

12

CO(2–1)

230.538 GHz
117 MHz
122 kHz
25.300
00
0 . 24 × 000. 19
26.8◦
2.0 mJy beam−1
15.4 Jy km s−1

13

CO(2–1)

220.398 GHz
117 MHz
122 kHz
26.400
00
0 . 25 × 000. 20
31.2◦
2.3 mJy beam−1
0.88 Jy km s−1

1.28 mm

Continuum
1.38 mm

1.33 mma

234.006 GHzb
2 GHz
15.6 MHz
24.900
00
0 . 25 × 000. 18
27.2◦
30.96 µJy beam−1
24.53 mJy

217.040 GHzb
2 GHz
15.6 MHz
24.900
00
0 . 28 × 000. 19
31.2◦
29.15 µJy beam−1
20.85 mJy

225.204 GHzb
4 GHz
–
–
000. 26 × 000. 18
29.7◦
21.74 µJy beam−1
22.30 mJy

Notes. (a) The continuum at 1.33 mm results from the merging of the 1.28 mm and 1.38 mm continuum bands. (b) The mean frequency was calculated assuming a S(ν) ∝ ν−2.2 emission spectra accurately describes the interstellar medium spectral energy distribution slope in frequency range
considered. (c) The noise level of the CO transition lines are given per channel, and the channels have a width of 0.3 km s−1 . (d) The continuum and
12
CO(2–1) fluxes are integrated within the area given by the 5σ level. The 13 CO(2–1) flux is integrated within the area given by the 3σ level.

the phase calibration between the two tracks, we used the continuum spectral windows to derive accurate phase centre and reproject the data cubes before merging. Imaging was carried out
using the cleaning method HOGBOM of the GILDAS1 package.
With a ROBUST weighting and a parameter of 0.562 the synthesized beam has in average a size of 0.2600 × 0.1900 at a position
angle (PA) of '29◦ (see Table 1 for details on each spectral window). We merged the two continuum emission spectral windows
at 217.044 GHz and 234.010 GHz. Assuming that the continuum
spectrum is accurately described by S (ν) ∝ ν2.2 in the disk,
as derived by P06, the merged continuum emission results in
a typical 225.964 GHz (i.e. 1.33 mm) continuum emission. The
resulting continuum emission (see Sect. 3.1 and Fig. 1) has a root
mean square (rms) noise level of 21.74 µJy beam−1 (see Table 1).
We used the 234.010 GHz continuum emission to subtract from
the 12 CO(2–1) emission and the 217.044 GHz continuum emission to subtract from the 13 CO(2–1) emission. The channel spacing of 122 kHz in the molecular line spectral windows resulted
in a native velocity resolution of 0.16 km s−1 and 0.17 km s−1
in 12 CO(2–1) and 13 CO(2–1), respectively, which we degraded
to 0.3 km s−1 to detect weak emission. The 12 CO(2–1) and
13
CO(2–1) emission lines display a rms noise level of
1.9 mJy beam−1 and 2.15 mJy beam−1 per channel, respectively.

3. Results
In this paper, we focus on the 12 CO data that primarily trace
the molecular outflow/cavity. To constrain more accurately the
source position, Vlsr , and disk inclination, we also report the
main observational results for the 1.3 mm continuum and 13 CO
emissions. However, a detailed analysis of the disk structure is
beyond the scope of this paper and will be conducted in a forthcoming publication.
3.1. Continuum emission

Figure 1b shows the 1.33 mm continuum emission of HH30.
With a signal-to-noise ratio of ∼120 the continuum emission
in the disk of HH30 is clearly detected. The disk axis has a
1

See the following web page for details: https://www.iram.fr/
IRAMFR/GILDAS/
2
Therefore giving slightly more weight to the longest baselines than
with natural weighting.

PA of 31.2◦ ± 0.1. The orientation is consistent with the dark
lane seen in the HST images (disk axis at PA 32.2◦ ± 1.0,
Burrows et al. 1996) and with the previous millimetre study of
P06 and Guilloteau et al. (2008). It also remarkably agrees with
the jet axis PA close to the star of 31.3◦ (Burrows et al. 1996).
Figure 1a and c show the intensity cuts across and along the
disk, respectively. The intensity cut across the disk has a homogeneous full width at half maximum (FWHM) of ∼0.3100 at all
00
radii, close to the theoretical beam size in that
p direction, 0.26 .
The deconvolved vertical size, calculated as 0.3100 2 − 0.2600 2 ,
gives an upper limit for the disk vertical FWHM of ∼0.1700 =
24 au. Along the disk plane, the flux of the longitudinal cut
varies by less than 5%. Considering a possible flux variation
of ±3σ (green curves on Fig. 1c), where σ is the rms of
the continuum map, the plateau is compatible with a constant
flux of ∼2.4 mJy beam−1 . This contradicts the previous study of
Guilloteau et al. (2008), which found the disk of HH30 to be
truncated at an inner radius of 0.2600 (or 37 au) from their ∼0.4400
PdBI observations. The longitudinal intensity cut shows a sharp
decay at the edges of the disk, resolved by our data set, and
betraying a rapid fall-off in brightness for radii ≥ 0.5500 = 75 au.
We estimate the diameter of the disk to be 2.0800 , calculated
as its full width above the 3σ level. With the adopted distance
of the source of 140 pc, this corresponds to a physical radius
of 145 au, which is slightly larger than the radius of 130 au
estimated by Guilloteau et al. (2008). The disk appears much
smaller in 1.3 mm continuum emission than in scattered light
in optical images, where it extends out to a radius of 250 au
(Burrows et al. 1996).
Assuming that the continuum emission comes from a thin
layer of dust in the equatorial plane of the disk, the aspect ratio
derived from the longitudinal and transverse cuts provides a
lower limit to the disk inclination of i > 84.8◦ . This value is compatible with the disk inclinations of 82.5–84◦ inferred from the
brightness asymmetry in the optical lobes (Burrows et al. 1996;
Cotera et al. 2001; Wood et al. 2002) and with the disk inclination of 81◦ ± 3◦ derived by P06 from fitting the 13 CO and continuum emissions observed at the PdBI.
The resulting flux density of 22.30 ± 0.05 mJy at 1.33 mm
agrees with previous measurements made at Owens Valley Radio
Telescope (Stapelfeldt et al. 1999) and PdBI (P06). We do not
attempt to derive a mass estimate from this flux since the
assumption of optically thin emission is likely not valid in HH30
owing to its very close to edge-on geometry.
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Continuum 1.3 mm

(a)

’’

(b)
(b)

y=2.37mJy/beam

(c)

’’

y=2.37mJy/beam

FWHM=0.41’’
FWHM=0.31’’
Width at 3σ = 2.08’’

Fig. 1. HH30 1.33 mm continuum emission. Left panel: intensity cut across the minor axis of the disk (black curve) compared to the beam (red
curve). Middle panel: continuum emission map at 1.33 mm rotated by 31◦ and centred at α(J2000) = 04:31:37.5 and δ(J2000) = 18:12:23.8. The
contours start at 10σ with 10σ steps. The 1σ noise level is of 21.74 µJy beam−1 . The white arrows localise the intensity cuts along and across the
disk that are shown in the right and left panel, respectively. Right panel: intensity cut along the major axis of the disk. The blue Gaussian adjusts
the decrease in flux beyond d = 0.5400 (r = 75 au), which is broader than the beam (red curve). The green curves represent the ±3σ variation of the
longitudinal intensity profile.

13

Fig. 2. Channel maps of the 13 CO(2–1) emission line of HH30. The contours start at 3σ with 3σ steps, where σ = 2.30 mJy beam−1 (or 1.25 K).
The channel velocity is indicated at the top in km s−1 . The blue cross in each panel locates the central position derived from the continuum.

3.2.

13

CO emission and Vlsr

Figure 2 shows the 13 CO(2–1) channel maps. The 13 CO emission
is centred on the continuum emission. The disk is detected from
∼3.3 km s−1 to 10.2 km s−1 . The two faces of the disk are visible
at intermediate velocities from 5.1 km s−1 to 6 km s−1 and from
7.5 km s−1 to 9 km s−1 on both sides of the mid-plane.
Figure 3a shows the moment 0 of the 13 CO(2–1) emission
line integrated over the velocity range [3.4 km s−1 , 11.1 km s−1 ].
It has an integrated flux above the 3σ level of 0.88 Jy km s−1 . The
13
CO emission extends further out than the continuum emission;
there is a detection above 3σ up to a radius of ∼1.300 (or 182 au)
that is comparable to the radial extension of the optical nebulosity. We note an apparent lack of 13 CO emission in the cenA120, page 4 of 28

tral part of the disk. We suggest that this is due to an obscuration
effect of the inner 13 CO disk emission by the outer continuum
emission resulting from the very close to edge-on configuration. A radiative transfer disk model including both gas and dust
would be necessary to confirm this interpretation but is outside
the scope of the present paper. The clear detection of both faces
of the disk with a characteristic butterfly pattern confirms that
the disk is seen nearly edge-on (see Sect. 3.1). The channel maps
show a fairly symmetric emission in 13 CO with respect to the
plane of the disk at all velocities. The flux ratio between the
emission from the two disk faces is compatible with ∼1 in all
channel maps with a standard deviation of 15%. Figure A.4 further shows the 13 CO residual channel maps, after subtracting the
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Fig. 3. Left panel: moment zero of the 13 CO(2–1) emission line integrated from 3.4 km s−1 to 11.1 km s−1 . The contours start at 3σ with 3σ steps
with σ = 5.55 mJy beam−1 km s−1 . The contour in grey represents the level at 50σ of the continuum emission (see Fig. 1). Right panel: first moment
map of the 13 CO(2–1) emission line. The beam is shown in the bottom left corner and N–E orientation as indicated in the top right corner.

symmetric bottom hemisphere disk emission from the top hemisphere emission. It shows that very few positive (or negative) emission remains after subtraction, which confirms that the emission
in 13 CO(2–1) is very symmetrical with respect to the mid-plane.
Figure 4 shows the integrated spectrum of the 13 CO(2–1)
emission line summed over the area defined by the 3σ contour
on the moment 0 map (see Fig. 3a). The integrated line profile
is double peaked with symmetric wings, exhibiting the classical
profile of rotating Keplerian disks in cTTS (Duvert et al. 2000;
Guilloteau & Dutrey 1994; Louvet et al. 2016). The right panel
of Fig. 3 shows the moment 1 map of the 13 CO(2–1) emission.
The emission arising from the south-eastern part of the disk
is blue-shifted, while the north-western part of the disk is redshifted confirming its rotation.
The 13 CO emission line profile is best fitted with two 1D
Gaussian with the same peak flux of about 0.30 Jy and the same
FWHM of 1.8 ± 0.3 km s−1 . The two Gaussian are separated
by 2.60 ± 0.05 km s−1 . To determine the Vlsr of HH30, we fit
a single Gaussian component to the high-velocity wings of the
13
CO profile (see Fig. 4). We derive a central velocity of Vlsr =
6.9 ± 0.1 km s−1 in 13 CO, which is slightly different from the
value previously derived by P06 in 13 CO (7.25 ± 0.04 km s−1 ).
Our ALMA observations unambiguously confirm that the
13
CO emission is arising from the HH30 rotating disk, in accordance with the previous results of P06. No contribution from
the outflow is detected in 13 CO. A detailed analysis of the 13 CO
emission from the disk goes beyond the scope of this paper and
will be conducted in a forthcoming publication.
3.3.

12

CO emission

Figure 5 shows the 12 CO(2–1) total intensity map (top left panel),
the intensity map integrated over high velocities (top middle
panel), and the intensity map integrated over intermediate velocities (top right panel). It clearly illustrates that the 12 CO emission line originates from two components: from the circumstellar
disk, on the one hand, and from the outflow, on the other hand.
The 12 CO emission arising from the disk extends up to r = 1.100 ,

Fig. 4. Integrated spectrum of the 13 CO(2–1) emission line over the area
above the 3σ level shown in left panel of Fig. 3.

as the 13 CO emission. Low-level emission from the disk surface
seems more extended towards the south-west in 12 CO. A similar effect, but in the opposite sense, is present in the images of
Burrows et al. (1996) where an enhanced brightness is detected
towards the south-east. Such effects have been attributed to nonaxisymmetric illumination of the outer disk. Our 12 CO data
show no difference in kinematics between the south-east and the
south-west emissions; this is consistent with this interpretation.
Figure 6 shows selected channel maps of the 12 CO(2–1) emission while all channel maps are shown in Fig. A.1. The 12 CO(2–
1) emission in HH30 spreads from −0.1 km s−1 to 14 km s−1 , i.e.
in a much wider interval than the 13 CO(2–1) emission line. Both
the channel maps and integrated intensity maps clearly reveal the
monopolar CO outflow towards the north, perpendicular to the
disk plane. No signature of CO outflow is detected towards the
south down to our sensitivity level.
A120, page 5 of 28
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Fig. 5. Panel a: moment 0 of the 12 CO(2–1) emission, integrated over the full range of emission from −0.1 km s−1 to 14 km s−1 . The blue and
red contours highlight the blue-shifted and red-shifted 13 CO(2–1) emission line arising from the disk. Panel b: 12 CO emission integrated at high
velocities from −0.1 km s−1 to 2.3 km s−1 and from 11.3 km s−1 to 14 km s−1 . At these velocities, only the outflow contributes to the 12 CO emission.
Panel c: 12 CO emission integrated over intermediate velocities from 2.6 km s−1 to 11 km s−1 . At those velocities, the 12 CO emission is a mixture
of emissions arising from the outflow and from the disk. Bottom panels: same as the top panels, after subtraction of the emission arising from
the disk in the northern hemisphere (see Sect. 4.1). Panel d: the thick green contour defines the area used to derive the mass of the outflow (see
Sect. 4.2). Together with the green horizontal lines, it defines the 13 regions used to construct the temperature brightness profile along the flow
shown in Fig. 10. In all panels the contours start at 5σ with 5σ steps. The 1σ value is indicated on the top right corner of each panel in the unit
K km s−1 .

At high velocities v ≥ 11.3 km s−1 and v ≤ 2.3 km s−1 the
CO emission can be attributed to the outflow without ambiguities. The north-eastern cavity/outflow is detected up to ∼400 away
from the central protostar in the high-velocity red-shifted channels. Considering the distance of HH30 (140 pc) and the inclination of the disk (>84.8◦ , see Sect. 3.1), this corresponds to a
physical scale of ∼560 au. At intermediate velocities 7.4 km s−1
≤ v ≤ 11 km s−1 and 2.6 km s−1 ≤ v ≤ 5.3 km s−1 the 12 CO emission is a mixture of emissions arising from both the disk and outflow. In a similar way as the 13 CO emission (see Sect. 3.2), both
faces of the disk can be distinguished at intermediate velocities
from 3.5 km s−1 to 5 km s−1 and from 7.7 km s−1 to 10.4 km s−1 .
From 5.6 km s−1 to 7.4 km s−1 , i.e. around the systemic velocity of HH30 (vlsr ∼6.9 km s−1 ; see Sect. 3.2) the confusion
12
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with the molecular cloud is so important that the disk remains
undetected.
The channel maps are almost exactly symmetric with respect
to the systemic velocity of HH30, which supports the outflow to
be seen nearly in the plane of the sky. A brightness asymmetry
between front and back side of the cavity is clearly apparent:
high-velocity red-shifted emission is detected out to 400 , which
is significantly farther than high-velocity blue-shifted emission
only detected out to 200 .
The V-shape morphology of the 12 CO outflow emission at
intermediate velocities and a more collimated morphology at
high velocities is globally consistent with the previous observations of P06 that were interpreted as signatures of a conical
outflow. Indeed, if the gas flows at a constant velocity along the
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Fig. 6. Selected channel maps of the 12 CO(2–1) emission line in HH30. The contours start at 5σ with 5σ steps with σ = 2.0 mJy beam−1 (or 0.8 K).
The channel velocity is indicated in the top left corner in km s−1 . The black cross locates the centre position derived from the continuum. Source
Vlsr = 6.9 ± 0.1 km s−1 .

surface of a cone observed close to edge-on, the high-velocity
emission traces matter located at the front/back sides of the cone,
while the low-velocity emission traces the edges of the cone.
Thus high-velocity channel maps appear more collimated while
low-velocity channel maps more closely outline the opening
angle of the cone (see Fig. 11 in Pety et al. 2006). This general
trend is followed by our ALMA observations. The interpretation
of a conical outflow is also supported by the hollow ellipse morphology of transverse position-velocity (pv) diagrams, which are
discussed below.
At intermediate to high velocities, especially in the redshifted part of the flow (see e.g. channel maps at 11.6 km s−1
to 12.5 km s−1 in Fig. A.1), the emission in channel maps form
closed elliptical structures that might suggest an expanding bubble geometry. Similar behaviour has been observed for example
at the base of the DG Tau micro-jet in optical emission lines
with HST (Bacciotti et al. 2000). However, such elliptical channel maps can also be produced in a cone when the sideways
expansion velocity (Vr) decreases beyond some distance to the
source. We argue below from the analysis of the longitudinal pv
diagrams that this is what occurs in HH30.
The channel maps at high velocity seem to indicate an apparent change of morphology close to the source at y ≤ 0.500
where the emission appears more cylindrical. This effect results
from the combination of projection and beam convolution effects
because the base of the cone is not fully resolved. We come back
to this issue in Sect. 4.
Figure 7 shows the 12 CO pv diagrams transverse to the
flow axis (i.e. slices parallel to the disk equatorial plane) from
y = −1.200 (i.e. southern face of the disk) and up to y = 300 in
the outflow. Figure A.2 further shows the pv diagrams up to 500 .

For negative values of y, we clearly see the disk rotation signature with red-shifted emission on the north-western side and
blue-shifted emission on the south-eastern side, which agrees
with the 13 CO data (see Sect. 3.2). The plot at y = 0 (i.e.
in the plane of the disk) show pv diagrams with a quasi perfect point symmetry, as expected from a disk in Keplerian rotation. The contribution of the disk is visible up to y = 0.900 in
the red-shifted channels at intermediate velocities while it stops
contributing at y ≥ 0.7200 in the blue-shifted channels. From
y = 0.3600 and up to y ∼200 , the pv diagrams show an additional
elliptical component. Such an elliptical pv diagram is expected
if emission arises in a hollow conical shell: the two peaks at
V − Vlsr ' ±5 km s−1 close to the flow axis trace projected emission from the back and front sides of the cone while faint emission close to Vlsr detected at larger transverse distances from the
flow axis trace the sides of the cone. Both faces of the cone are
clearly detected out to y = 200 , where emission from the blueshifted (front) side vanishes into the noise level while red-shifted
emission is detected farther out in agreement with the channel
maps.
From y & 200 , a second ellipse is partially visible in the transverse pv diagrams out to y ' 500 (see Fig. A.2). It is detected
mostly at blue-shifted velocities for distances y ≤ 3.500 and
at red-shifted velocities for distances beyond. Figure 8 highlights the two components at the altitude y = 2.2500 above
the disk plane. The radius of the second component is smaller
than that of the main outer conical cavity. Therefore, this inner
elliptical emission betrays an inner-shell of material inside the
outer conical cavity. Its maximum projected line-of-sight velocity is always smaller than that of the outer cavity, and its
centroid velocity appears red-shifted. We come back to this
A120, page 7 of 28
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Fig. 7. Transverse pv diagrams of the 12 CO(2–1) emission, with pseudo-slit parallel to the disk main axis, from y = +300 on the top left to
y = −1.200 on the bottom right. Signatures of the Keplerian disk dominate for y < 0.300 while elliptical signatures of the CO cavity/outflow appear
at y > 0.300 . The black cross shows the central x = 000 position and source vlsr at 6.9 km s−1 . The contour levels start at 5σ with 5σ steps with
σ = 2.0 mJy beam−1 .
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Fig. 8. High contrast pv diagram of the slice at y = 2.2500 presented
in Fig. 7. The ellipses in blue and red highlight the two possible shells
visible at this position. The two crosses show their respective centre.

component and its relation with the outer cavity in the following
section.
The longitudinal pv diagrams, which have slices perpendicular to the disk equatorial plane from x = 1.500 to x = −1.500 ,
are given in Fig. A.3. All pv diagrams show a lack of emission
near the systemic velocity at v = 6.9 km s−1 because of the filtering of large-scale CO emission by the ALMA interferometer. We
clearly see the two faces of the disk from x = −100 to x = +100
in agreement with the channel maps, and the disk radial velocity decreases with increasing radius as expected from a disk in
A120, page 8 of 28

Keplerian rotation. The outflow contributes to the 12 CO emission
from x = +1.200 to x = −1.200 . It is composed of two dominating
velocities at V − Vlsr ' ±5 km s−1 betraying a nearly constant
radial velocity with altitude for the front and back sides of the
cavity. On the contrary, for a spherical, isotropically expanding
bubble of radius R0 and expansion speed V0 , we would expect
the maximum line-of-sight velocity at each height z to vary linearly with the projected radius of the bubble; the latitude θ from
the bubble equator is defined as sin(θ) = (z − z0 )/R0 , where z0 is
the centre of the bubble, Vmax = V0 cos(θ), and Rmax = R0 cos(θ),
hence Vmax (z) = (V0 /R0 ) × Rmax (z). This behaviour is clearly
not observed in this case. Between y = 0.600 and y = 1.500 , the
radius of the cavity increases by a factor '2 while the maximum
line-of-sight velocity stays roughly constant (see Fig. 7). A slight
decrease in line-of-sight velocity is observed beyond y = 300 for
the red-shifted side (see the panels at x = ±0.300 in Fig A.3).
This slight decrease is responsible for the closing back of the
contours towards the axis, creating the elliptical shapes seen in
the channel maps at high red-shifted velocities.
For x ∈ [−0.200 ; 0.200 ] and at an altitude of y ∼ 0.2500 above
the disk mid-plane there is a high-velocity (V −Vlsr ' ±7 km s−1 )
component that seems disconnected from the disk and outflow
components (see orange ellipses on Fig. A.3). This component
is only detected on axis. Higher angular resolution observations
is required to determine if this component is related to the base
of the conical cavity or traces a high-velocity emission knot
related to the inner jet variability. We come back to this issue
in Sect. 5.2.
In summary, the morphology and kinematics of the HH30
12
CO emission retrieved by our ALMA data agree with the
conical outflow interpretation previously derived by P06 out to
y = 200 = 280 au where both faces of the cone are clearly
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detected. Beyond these distances we detect signatures of at least
one additional inner cavity/shell. We also detect a possible on
axis high-velocity knot at distances y ∼ +0.2500 above the disk
mid-plane. Additionally, both the channel maps and the kinematic behaviour of the southern 12 CO emission appear dominated by the disk atmosphere.

4. Analysis
We develop in this section a simple geometrical model to
derive the kinematics and morphology of the CO cavity from
the transverse pv diagrams. We first accurately isolate the
CO outflow emission from the disk contribution and estimate
its mass and brightness temperature distribution. We detail
our geometrical modelling and fitting procedure. We then discuss the results, in particular regarding rotation and wiggling
signatures.
4.1. Subtraction of the 12 CO emission arising from the disk

To study the morphology and kinematics of the CO cavity we
are interested in the 12 CO(2–1) arising from the outflow only.
However, the 12 CO(2–1) emission mixes emissions from both
the disk and flow (see Fig. 5a). In the following, we describe the
method we used to subtract the emission arising from the disk
from the global 12 CO(2–1) emission.
We confirm at much higher sensitivity the result of P06 that
the CO outflow triggered by HH30 is strongly monopolar (see
Fig. 5b), only clearly detected towards the north-east and we
showed in the previous section that the 12 CO emission arising
from the south-western hemisphere is dominated by disk emission. In addition, the 12 CO transverse pv diagrams shown in
Fig. 7 are characteristic of a disk in Keplerian rotation for y < 0
(e.g. the panel at y = −0.300 ), while the longitudinal pv diagrams in Fig. A.3 show symmetric contributions from the two
faces of the disk at x ± 0.600 . Therefore we assume that the 12 CO
emission arising from the bottom hemisphere originates from the
disk alone and that the disk emission is symmetric in 12 CO with
respect to the disk mid-plane as it is in 13 CO. This is supported
by Fig. A.5, which clearly shows that the 12 CO emission closely
follows the 13 CO emission in the south-western hemisphere. We
then use the bottom 12 CO emission to estimate and subtract the
disk contribution in the top hemisphere.
Figure 9 illustrates for one particular channel (at 9.6 km s−1 )
the procedure used and its result. The disk-subtracted channel
maps are shown in Fig. A.6. The emission at a given vertical offset −y is subtracted from its symmetric position at a positive +y
offset. This subtraction is performed pixel per pixel for all channels in a predefined rectangular area (illustrated in Fig. 9). The
bottom panels of Fig. 5 show the resulting total intensity maps
at intermediate and high velocities. The total 12 CO(2–1) flux of
the outflow integrated above the 5σ level is of 11.9 Jy km s−1 .
The outflow accounts for more than 75% of the total
12
CO emission.
4.2. Mass and temperature distribution

In this section, we estimate the mass of the conical CO cavity
from the disk-subtracted 12 CO(2–1) emission (see Sect. 4.1).
The non-detection of the outflow in 13 CO(2–1) down to our
3σ sensitivity implies a flux ratio 12 CO/13 CO>70. Therefore,
the 12 CO(2–1) emission is optically thin. In these conditions,
and neglecting the cosmic background contribution (justified as
T mb > T BG ∼3K), the column density of CO molecules in the

upper level (averaged over the observing beam) is given by
Z
4π 2k 1
Nup =
T mb dV,
(1)
hc λ2i j Ai j
where h is the Plank’s constant, k the Boltzmann’s constant, c
the speed of light, λi j the wavelength of the transition considered, Ai j its Einstein coefficient, T mb the main beam antenna
temperature in K, and V the radial velocity in cgs units. For the
12
CO(2–1) Rtransition, λ21 = 1.3 mm and A21 = 6.910 × 10−7 s−1 .
The mean T mb dV in the area where the CO(2–1) integrated
emission exceeds 5σ (see thick grey contour in Fig. 5d)
is 38.7 K km s−1 which, reported in Eq. (1) gives N J=2 =
5.8 × 1015 cm−2 . Making the assumption that the 12 CO emission
is governed by a single excitation temperature T ex , the population of rotational levels of CO follows a Boltzmann distribution
and we have
∞
X
N J=2
NCO =
gi e−Ei /kTex ,
(2)
×
g J=2 × e−E J=2 /kTex i=0
where Ei is the energy of level i, and gi the statistical weight of
level i. The value NCO has a minimum value at T ex ∼17 K and
then increases almost linearly with T ex above 20 K owing the
partition function. Since the emission in the cavity is optically
thin, a lower limit to T ex is given by the peak of the 12 CO emission T mb ' 30K (after disk subtraction). Now, using T ex = 30 K
as lower limit for the excitation temperature over the outflow
extension and assuming that the emission is governed by a single excitation temperature, we obtain a lower limit for the mean
H2 column density of 2.25 × 1020 cm−2 with a CO abundance of
10−4 . On the given area of integration, S = 1.7 × 10−10 rad2 , at
the distance d = 140 pc of the source, it gives a minimal total
mass for the CO cone of
MCO (30 K) = NH2 × S × µ × mH2 = 1.7 × 10−5 M ,

(3)

where µ = 1.4 is the mean gas weight per H2 molecule, including
10% of helium. This value compares well with the estimation of
2 × 10−5 M by P06 who integrated the emission of the outflow
from −200 up to +800 (see their Fig. 6).
With the angular resolution given by ALMA, we have a total
of 13 independent beams along the outflow axis. We may thus
go further and investigate the variation of line brightness with
distance from the source, by slicing the outflow extension into 13
independent measurements (see slices in the panel
R d of Fig. 5).
The velocity-integrated main beam temperature T mb dV (line
brightness), spatially averaged over each slice, is represented in
the top panel of Fig. 10. It is seen to decrease exactly as 1/z4/5 ,
where z is the altitude above the disk.
On the bottom panel of Fig. 10 we represent the mass in each
slice of equal thickness ∆h = 30 au, obtained with T ex = 30 K
and similar assumptions as for the derivation of total mass.
Under these assumptions, the mass of the outflow per slice
remains roughly constant as a function of distance. We attribute
the drop beyond 200 (280 au) to the fact that beyond these distances one side of the cavity is becoming much fainter as seen in
the channel maps of 12 CO in Fig. 6.
4.3. Modelling the transverse pv diagrams

Our ALMA observations show global morphological and kinematic properties similar to the PdBI observations of P06. In particular, both the channel maps and pv diagrams support the conical flow morphology derived by P06. Using a global fitting procedure, P06 derived a half opening angle θ = 30◦ ± 2◦ , a constant
A120, page 9 of 28
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Fig. 9. Illustration of the disk emission subtraction in the northern hemisphere. Left panel: 12 CO emission of HH30 at 9.6 km s−1 before subtraction
of the disk contribution. Right panel: same channel after subtraction of the southern emission (blue rectangle on the left panel) from the northern
emission (red rectangle on the left panel). The black contours show the +3σ, +5σ, and +7σ levels, while the red contours outline negative contours
at −3σ, −5σ, and −7σ with σ = 2.0 mJy beam−1 km s−1 .

Fig. 10. Top panel: mean integrated line temperature of 12 CO(2–1)
in K km s−1 (averaged over the area above 5σ in each “slice” of Fig. 5)
as a function of distance along the cone axis. The overplotted curve in
green is defined by T ∝ z−4/5 . Bottom panel: mass in slices of thickness
30 au as a function of distance along the axis, using our lower limit to
T ex of 30 K. The constancy with z could indicate a steady mass flux rate
along the cone walls; see Sect. 4.2.

outward flow velocity of 11.5 ± 0.5 km s−1 , and an inclination
of −1◦ ± 1◦ for the 12 CO conical flow. The P06 authors did not
detect rotation but derived an upper limit of Vrot < 1 km s−1 at
radial distances from the jet axis of r = 200 au.
Our higher sensitivity and angular resolution ALMA data
allow us to search for rotation signatures that could have escaped
detection in P06. Rotation induces a tilt in the pv diagrams transverse to the flow axis (see Fig. 15 in P06 and supplementary
Fig. 1 in Hirota et al. 2017). A small tilt is readily apparent in
the ALMA pv diagrams shown in Fig. 7 (e.g. at y = 1.200 ), in the
sense that the blue-shifted emission peak (tracing the front side
of the cone) is slightly shifted spatially towards the south-east
(δx > 0) with respect to the central flow axis position, while the
red-shifted emission peak (tracing the back side of the cone) is
shifted spatially towards the north-west (δx < 0). Such a tilt is
consistent with flow rotation in the same sense as the underlying
disk (see Fig. 15 of P06). We also search for wiggling signatures
that would confirm the binary nature of the central source.
We take advantage of the very nearly edge-on orientation for
the HH30 CO conical flow axis and fit the flow morphology
A120, page 10 of 28

and kinematics independently at each altitude z above the disk
surface. This procedure is very similar to that recently used by
Hirota et al. (2017) except that we allow for possible wiggling
of the flow axis. This step is critical as not taking wiggling into
account may induce spurious rotation signatures (White et al.
2014). For each z, we assume that the 12 CO emission arises from
a narrow circular ring of gas defined by five parameters: radius
R(z), centre xoffset (z), and velocity vector (Vz (z), Vr (z), Vφ (z)) in
the cylindrical coordinate system with axis z along the cone axis,
seen at an inclination i to the line of sight. The parameter xoffset (z)
measures the offset in the plane of the sky of the ring centre
with respect to the flow axis. A sketch of the ring model is given
in the left panel of Fig. 11. Such a ring projects onto a tilted
ellipse in the transverse pv diagram. The ellipse is defined by
five free parameters: semi-major and semi-minor axis, PA of the
semi-major axis, and centre positions (in velocity and space).
The centre positions of the ellipse are direct measures of Xcent (z)
and Vcent = V0 + Vz × cos(i), where V0 is the source velocity with
respect to the adopted Vlsr = 6.9 km s−1 (V0 = 0 km s−1 in the
absence of orbital motions). The full set of equations giving the
transformation of the ellipse parameters into the ring parameters
are given in Appendix A.
For each transverse pv diagram, the trace of the ellipse is
determined through Gaussian fitting of the spectrum at each
transverse distance d from the axis. The blue-shifted and redshifted wings of the profile are fitted separately. The range
of velocities between 5 km s−1 and 10 km s−1 are excluded
from the fitting because of possible contamination by residual
disk/envelope emission. Error bars on the velocity
p centroids are
estimated using the formula σ = FWHM/(2 2 log 2 × S /N),
where FWHM is the full width at half maximum (in velocity)
given by the Gaussian fit and S/N is the signal-to-noise ratio at
the peak of the spectrum; the noise is estimated from the standard deviation of the adjacent continuum on both sides of the
line. After careful inspection of the profiles, we used twice this
theoretical uncertainty, which represented more accurately the
error on the positioning of the Gaussian centre. An ellipse is then
fitted to the trace using the IDL MPFITELLIPSE procedure. The
determined ellipse parameters are then transformed into the shell
radius, ring centre displacement from axis, and projected velocity components using the relationships given in Appendix B.
We derive the error bars on the final ring parameters (velocity components and offset position) in the following way. The
IDL ellipse fitting routine provides uncertainties on the ellipse
parameters taking into account the input error bars on the trace
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Fig. 11. Left panel: sketch of the ring model used to fit the transverse pv diagrams. The ring model is defined by five parameters illustrated in the
figure and discussed in the text. Right panel: illustration of the fitting procedure performed on the transverse pv diagram at z = +0.700 . The black
crosses show the trace determined according to the method described in text. The red line shows the result of the fit of this trace by an ellipse. The
yellow ellipses show the distribution of solutions taking into account the estimated 1σ error on the five ring parameters. See text for more details.

position. We then compute 1000 sets of ellipse parameters by
randomly drawing a realization for each parameter, assuming a
Gaussian distribution with mean and standard deviation given,
respectively, by the best-fit solution and associated error bar
provided by MPFITELLIPSE. We then transform these sets into
1000 sets of ring parameters using the relationships given in
Appendix B. We then derive the 1σ error bar for each ring
parameter by taking the standard deviation of this resulting dis0
tribution. The results of this fitting procedure are illustrated on
one selected pv diagram in Fig. 11.
4.4. Search for rotation signatures and wiggling

The fit is performed to each transverse pv diagram constructed
every 0.1500 along the flow axis from z = 0.100 to z = 1.7500 . Values derived at z = 0.100 above the disk plane are affected by large
uncertainties because the ring radius is marginally resolved,
hence the fit is not very good at this position. For distances
beyond 1.800 , the front side (blue-shifted) of the conical outflow
becomes significantly fainter than the red-shifted side and no satisfactory fit can be found. Reduced χ2 range between 0.6 and
2.3 except at the first position (z = 0.100 where it reaches 4).
The fits to all transverse pv diagrams are presented in Figs. A.7
and A.8.
We plot in Fig. 12 the five ring parameters derived from fitting the transverse pv diagrams and their variation with the distance z above the disk surface, assuming a distance of 140 pc for
HH30. The top panels show the evolution of the ring radius (left
panel) and the ring centre displacement (right panel). The variation of radius is fully consistent with a cone of semi-opening
angle 35◦ ± 0.7◦ . The radius of the cavity keeps decreasing
down to z = 0.100 confirming that the apparent cylindrical morphology of the emission in the channel maps below z = 0.500
is due to beam convolution effects. We derive an upper limit
on the initial cone radius r0 of the CO flow of 22 au, using the
flow radius of 0.1600 measured at z = 0.100 . We derive an average displacement for the centre of the ring in the x direction of
1.55 au over the central z < 250 au. This is comparable to our

estimated 1σ uncertainty
on the continuum image centring given
p
by FWHM/(2 2 log 2 × S /N) = 0.75 au. Some small amplitude wiggling may be present, however the displacements do not
exceed 5 au and are compatible with zero within 3σ at all but two
positions. We come back to this matter in the discussion section
below.
The bottom left panel plots the derived projected velocity
components Vcent and Vr sin i. We use the usual convention for
Vcent that negative values correspond to blue-shifted emission.
The projected radial component of the velocity is well constrained and appears to be constant at Vr ×sin i = 5.3 ± 0.4 km s−1
varying by less than 10% over the central 250 au. The derived
values of Vcent are much lower, of the order of a few 0.1 km s−1 .
The mean value of Vcent = +0.07 km s−1 ± 0.09 km s−1 over the
central z = 250 au is red-shifted but within our estimated 1σ
uncertainty on the source Vlsr (6.9 ± 0.1 km s−1 ).
Under the assumption that the gas is flowing along the conical surface and that the orbital motions are negligible (V0 '
0 km s−1 ), we derive below the variation of the flow axis inclination implied by our observed variations of Vcent and Vr × sin i.
For a flow running along a cone of semi-opening angle θ the
ratio of Vr /Vz equals tan θ. If the cone axis is inclined at an angle
i with respect to the line of sight, the ratio of the projected veloci
ity components VrV×sin
= tan θ × tan i. We plot in Fig. 13 the
cent
derived variation of the cone axis inclination with respect to the
line of sight assuming an opening angle of θ = 35◦ for the conical surface as derived from Fig. 12. The derived value of the CO
axis inclination is well defined for projected distances z ≥ 70 au
and shows a remarkable sinusoidal variation around 91◦ with
amplitude 1.2◦ . The small amplitude variations of i observed
along the flow can be understood as signatures of wiggling of
the conical
flow axis. We derive an average poloidal velocity
q
Vp = Vz 2 + Vr 2 = 9.3 ± 0.7 km s−1 . The small difference with
the value of 11.5 ± 0.5 km s−1 previously obtained by P06 comes
primarily from our larger semi-opening angle.
Our derived mean Vz cos i value implies an average inclination of the CO flow axis with respect to the line of sight of
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Fig. 12. Variation of the ring parameters and their 1 σ error bars derived from fitting the transverse pv diagrams, as a function of the distance z
above the disk plane. Top left panel: symbols show the CO ring radius as a function of z. The red line shows a linear fit giving a semi-opening
angle of 35 ± 1◦ . The radii increase linearly consistent with a conical geometry down to z = 15 au. The dashed green line locates the expected
inner radius of the disk at r = 37 au in the binary scenario from Estalella et al. (2012). The dotted line plots the atomic jet radius derived from
HST observations by Hartigan & Morse (2007). Top right panel: variation of the ring centre displacement with respect to the continuum central x
position, as a function of z. Bottom left panel: variation of Vcent (Black symbols) and Vr ×sin i (Green symbols) as a function of z. Error bars include
uncertainties on the source Vlsr . Negative values of Vcent correspond to blue-shifted emission with respect to Vlsr . Bottom right panel: Variation of
Vφ × sin i as a function of z. A consistent positive rotation signature in the same sense as the disk is detected in the central z ≤ 250 au of the flow.

91◦ ±1◦ over the central z = 250 au (including our 1 σ uncertainties on Vlsr of 0.1 km s−1 and on θ of 1◦ ), which is fully consistent
with the previous derivation of P06. This is also consistent with
the estimated inclination of the jet axis to the plane of the sky of
0 ± 3◦ inferred by Burrows et al. (1996). However, Coffey et al.
(2007) reported radial velocities of −5 km s−1 to −10 km s−1 for
the northern atomic jet, suggesting inclinations of the jet axis to
the line of sight of 84–87◦ for proper motions of the inner knots
of 100 km s−1 estimated by Estalella et al. (2012). Similarly, in
the optical the upper side of the nebula always appears brighter
than its lower counterpart (Stapelfeldt et al. 1999), suggesting
that the northern disk axis is slightly tilted towards us. Therefore our finding suggests a small tilt (a few degrees) between the
CO flow axis and both the large-scale disk and atomic jet axis.
However, within 3σ our ALMA observations are also compatible with the northern CO lobe being blue-shifted. We discuss the
wiggling of the CO conical flow and its relation to the optical jet
and the binary system in Sect. 5.1.3.
Derived Vφ × sin i are shown in the bottom right panel of
Fig. 12. A consistent positive rotation signature is detected along
the flow in the central 250 au. The inferred sense of rotation
of the CO cavity is consistent with the sense of rotation of the
A120, page 12 of 28

disk seen in 13 CO. The derived Vφ × sin i are between 0.1 and
0.65 km s−1 and drop as a function of distance from the source.
We plot in Fig. 14 the variation of specific angular momentum R × Vφ × sin i as a function of z, where R is the derived
ring radius. We derive an average specific angular momentum
of 38 ± 15 au km s−1 over the central 250 au of the CO emission
(excluding the first two points where Vφ is poorly constrained).
4.5. Inner shell(s)

For the inner shells visible at larger distances along the flow
(y ∈ [200 ; 500 ]), we do not attempt to perform detailed fits to
the transverse pv diagrams because only partial emission along
the ellipse is detected. At a few positions, it is however possible to fit an ellipse by hand to the transverse pv diagram. Such
fits are just illustrative and constrain mostly the Vr sin(i) and
Vcent components. The radius and Vφ sin(i) components remain
poorly constrained. The general trend observed is illustrated in
Fig. 8. The inner shell systematically shows smaller Vr sin i components and larger Vcent than the outer shell. Such behaviour
implies a smaller opening angle θ for the poloidal vector of the
inner shell with respect to the outer conical shell and could be
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(either static or not). We discuss below in detail the new constraints brought by our ALMA observations on these different
scenarios.
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Fig. 13. Variation of the CO flow axis inclination to the line-of-sight
i
i derived from the observed variation of VVzr×cos
assuming that the gas
×sin i
flows along the conical surface of semi-opening angle θ = 35◦ . Plotted
error bars include the 1σ uncertainty on Vlsr and θ. The dashed green
curve shows the prediction from the precession model that best fits the
centre position and centroid velocity wiggling of the CO flow axis. See
Sect. 5.1.3 for more details.
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As already shown by P06 our observed morphology and kinematics for the base of the CO outflow (z ≤ 250 au) are fully
compatible with gas flowing at constant velocity along a conical surface of a 35◦ semi-opening angle. The derived poloidal
velocity of 9.3 ± 0.7 km s−1 significantly exceeds the velocity we
would expect from infalling material (∼2 km s−1 at r = 200 au
around 0.45 M central mass). Therefore, under the assumption
that the CO flows along the cone surface, the CO emission most
likely traces the outflowing material that is directly ejected from
the disk. The bottom panels of Fig. 10 represent the mass of the
outflow per slice of ∼30 au. If the outflow has a constant outward
poloidal velocity of 9.3 km s−1 , hence a velocity along the z-axis
of vz = 7.5 km s−1 , it corresponds to a crossing time through each
slice tcross = 30 au/vz = 20 yr. The similar mass in each slice
at z < 280 au then translates into a roughly steady mass flux
over the last 180 yr of typical value ṀCO = ∆M/tcross ∼ 8.9 ×
10−8 M yr−1 .
The material may be ejected either through purely thermal
processes, i.e. photo-evaporating disk winds, or through a combination of thermal and magnetic processes. We discuss in turn
these two models below.
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Fig. 14. Variation of the specific angular momentum along the flow.
Blue symbols show the variation along z of R × vφ × sin i, where R is
the ring radius and Vφ × sin i the projected ring rotation velocity derived
from the ellipse fits to the transverse pv diagrams. We derive an average specific angular momentum of +38 ± 15 au km s−1 for 50 au < z <
250 au.

expected from a more collimated inner shell of material. Redshifted centroid velocities Vcent are indicated for this inner shell.
This could explain why the red-shifted part of the CO emission
becomes stronger at distances y ≥ 200 . A stronger displacement
from the flow axis is also observed at some positions, suggesting
a stronger wiggling for this inner shell. We discuss the possible
relationship of these inner shells with the outer conical flow in
the following section.

5. Discussion: CO cavity and binary
Two broad classes of models have been proposed for the origin
of the small-scale CO cavities at the base of molecular outflows:
either the CO emission traces matter directly ejected from the
disk (disk wind hypothesis) or entrained/shocked matter traces
the interaction between an inner wind and an outer medium

One interesting hypothesis is that the HH30 CO flow traces
a thermal photo-evaporated wind originating from the inner
regions of the disk. The basic principles of disk photoevaporation are the following. High-energy radiation (UV and/or
X-rays) originating from the central accreting protostar heats
the disk surface to high temperatures (103 –104 K), well above
the mid-plane temperatures. At sufficiently large radius the
thermal energy of the heated layer exceeds its gravitational binding energy and the heated gas escapes. The result is a pressuredriven flow, which is referred to as a photo-evaporative disk wind
(PDW). Recently, PDWs have attracted considerable attention as
they provide for a very efficient disk dispersal mechanism (see
the recent PPVI review by Alexander et al. 2014 and references
therein).
The derived flow velocity ('10 km s−1 ) and the conical morphology of the HH30 flow both match expectations from a thermal disk wind (see Font et al. 2004). Interestingly, in HH30 the
accretion rate onto the central star, estimated from the mass
flux measured in the central atomic jet assuming an average
ejection to accretion rate ratio of 10%, is '2 × 10−8 M yr−1
(Bacciotti et al. 1999); this is on the same order of magnitude
as our lower limit estimate on the CO outflow mass loss rate of
9 × 10−8 M yr−1 . Photo-evaporated disk winds are supposed to
play an important role at the end of accretion processes when the
disk accretion rate drops below the photo-evaporation rate. We
may be directly witnessing this critical stage.
If the CO emission in HH30 traces a wind thermally ejected
from the upper layers of the disk, we expect conservation of
angular momentum along the streamline. Indeed, in such a
wind there is no available torque to extract angular momentum
from the disk. Thus, in the absence of strong turbulence, which
could induce mixing between streamlines, the matter just carries
away along its streamline the initial specific angular momentum
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inherited from its launching radius in the Keplerian disk. In a
Keplerian disk the specific angular momentum
increases with the
√
disk radius as r × Vφ = 30 au km s−1 (Mstar /1 M ) × (r/1 au).
Hence, under the assumption that the CO emission traces streamlines in a PDW, the specific angular momentum measured in the
CO flow of 38 ± 15 au km s−1 implies a launching radius r0 in the
range 1–7 au for Mstar = 0.45 M .
In the case of an isothermal wind, PDW models show that the
rate of mass loss per unit area Σ(R) peaks at the critical radius
Rc ' 0.1−0.2 × Rg (Font et al. 2004), where Rg = GMstar /c2s
is the (cylindrical) radius where the Keplerian orbital speed is
equal to the sound speed of the hot gas. This critical radius
typically ranges between 1 and 10 au for the various models
investigated so far (Alexander et al. 2014). The total mass loss
per radius interval peaks further away at r ' 10 au for UV
dominated models and at r ' 30−40 au for X-ray dominated
models.
Putting aside the discrepancy of the radius of ejection
of 1–7 au for HH30 versus 10–30 au in the models, the large
mass loss rate estimate of 9 × 10−8 M may be a challenge for
such models. Integrated mass loss rates predicted by extreme UV
dominated heating scale as (Font et al. 2004)
!1/2
!1/2
Φ
M?
−10
Ṁw,EUV ' 1.6 × 10
×
M yr−1 ,
(4)
1M
1041 s−1
where Φ is the flux of ionizing photons. Inner disk holes of a few
au? can increase the mass flux by an order of magnitude in the
extreme ultraviolet (EUV) driven case (Alexander et al. 2006).
Nevertheless, ionizing fluxes 3–4 orders of magnitude larger
than typically assumed would be required in HH30 to account
for the observed CO mass flux. This seems very unlikely. On
the other hand, X-ray driven photo-evaporation rates are predicted to scale linearly with the central source X-ray luminosity
(Owen et al. 2011) as follows:
!1.14
!−0.068
LX
M?
Ṁw,X ' 6.3 × 10−9
×
M yr−1 . (5)
1M
1030 erg s−1
An X-ray luminosity of ≥1031 erg s−1 could therefore
account for the mass flux derived for the HH30 CO cavity. HH30
remained undetected in the Chandra X-ray survey of Taurus conducted by Güdel et al. (2007). However upper limits on its X-ray
luminosity are difficult to derive because of the large uncertainty on the photoelectric absorption column due to its close
to edge-on geometry. An X-ray luminosity of 1031 erg s−1 necessary to explain for the mass loss of HH30 is on the upper end,
but not incompatible with the LX distribution for accreting stars
in Taurus.
Another difficulty would be to explain the survival of CO
molecules in such a wind. Terminal speeds in hydrodynamical modelling of photo-evaporated winds reach 2–3 times the
sound speed at the launching point (Font et al. 2004). To reach
terminal velocity of 9 km s−1 would require sound speeds in
excess of 3 km s−1 at the launching point, i.e. T gas ≥ 2000 K for
molecular gas. Near-infrared emission lines of CO with temperatures of a few thousand K have indeed been detected in protoplanetary disks with emission radii extending at least up to 0.7 au
(Najita et al. 2003). CO might survive at these temperatures if
the wind dynamics and non-equilibrium chemistry are taken into
account. Recently, Wang & Goodman (2017) have conducted
hydrodynamical simulations of photo-evaporative winds coupled with consistent thermo-chemistry and shown that indeed
molecules such as CO can survive in the flow at relatively high
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wind temperatures owing to reactions that are out of equilibrium. The CO molecules could then cool down adiabatically
very rapidly along the flow reaching temperatures of a few
10 K on the spatial scales probed by our ALMA observations
(z = 25−300 au). If we combine a velocity acceleration by a factor 3 with a radial expansion by a factor >10 (from r ≤ 4 au at
the launching point to r ≥ 40 au), adiabatic cooling can provide
a drop in temperature by a factor ≥50 at z ≥ 50 au. Interestingly, on such spatial scales we observe peak 12 CO brightness
temperatures of 30 K. The non-detection of 13 CO at these positions indicate optically thin emission, therefore the gas excitation
temperatures may largely exceed 30 K on these spatial scales.
Detailed observational predictions on the spatial scales probed
by ALMA are required to test the photo-evaporated disk wind
scenario fully.
5.1.2. Steady magneto-centrifugal wind

Another possibility is that the wind is launched through
magneto-centrifugal processes. In that scenario, a large-scale
poloidal magnetic field threads the disk in the vertical direction. Unlike PDWs, MHD outflows remove mass but also exert a
torque on the disk surface, removing angular momentum from
the disk (e.g. Pudritz et al. 2007; Alexander et al. 2014). This
mechanism has been proposed to account for the launching of
the inner atomic jets but it could well extend to larger disk
radii. Indeed, Panoglou et al. (2012) have shown that for accretion rates typical of the Class II phase, such a disk wind remains
molecular for launching radii r0 ≥ 1 au. Hence the CO outflow
could trace the outer molecular streamlines in a radially extended
MHD disk wind. This scenario has been recently suggested by
Hirota et al. (2017) for the origin of the rotating SiO outflow of
the massive young stellar object Orion source I.
Under the steady assumption, Ferreira (1997) and
Casse & Ferreira (2000) computed the density and velocity
structure of radially self-similar magneto-centrifugal disk
winds. The conical shape of the HH30 CO flow matches the
expected shape of the streamlines before maximum radial
expansion and recollimation towards the axis have been
achieved (see Fig. 8 in Casse & Ferreira 2000). Substantial
recollimation occurs at large z/r0 , i.e. ≥100 typically, depending
on the exact MHD solution, where r0 is the anchoring radius of
the magnetic surface on the disk. On the other hand, terminal
poloidal velocities are reached much closer in, on spatial scales
an order of magnitude smaller (see, Fig. 8 in Casse & Ferreira
2000). Hence the base of an MHD wind essentially looks like a
cone with constant outward radial velocity.
In such a solution, the angular momentum is carried by both
the field and the plasma. At the disk surface, all the specific angular momentum is carried by the field, but it is completely transferred into the plasma afterwards. This transfer occurs rapidly
after the Alfven surface on spatial scales z of a few 10 × r0 . Afterwards the angular momentum of the matter is conserved along
the streamline. In MHD disk winds that are steady, axisymmetric, and driven purely by magneto-centrifugal forces (negligible pressure) the asymptotic values of the flow specific angular
momentum and poloidal velocity along a given magnetic surface
are given by Blandford & Payne (1982)
p
r × Vφ = λ GM∗ r0
(6)
p
√
Vp = 2λ − 3 GM∗ /r0 ,
(7)
where r0 is the anchoring radius of the magnetic surface in the
disk and λ the magnetic lever arm parameter of the solution (with
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1
. The missing accretion mass flux that is extracted
ξ ' 2×(λ−1)
through the two-sided outflow, Ṁw , is therefore given by


!
 Rout ξ

(8)
Ṁw = Ṁacc (rout ) − Ṁacc (rin ) = Ṁacc (rin ) × 
− 1 .
Rin

r0=2.5 au
r0=3 au

λ=3

r0=0.1 au

Fig. 15. Specific angular momentum r × vφ vs. poloidal velocity
√
Vp , both normalized to M∗ . Red symbols show the values derived
for the HH30 CO cavity while curves show the expected relations
from steady self-similar MHD disk winds launched from radii r0 =
0.1, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3 au (full curves) with magnetic lever arm λ =
1.5, 1.6, 2.0, and 3.0 (dashed curves). Figure adapted from Ferreira et al.
(2006).

λ ' ( rrA0 )2 and rA the Alfven radius). To reach Vp > 0 with pure
magneto-centrifugal acceleration, lambda must be greater than
1.5. Taking r × Vφ = 38 ± 15 au km s−1 and Vp = 9 ± 1 km s−1
we infer a launching radius of r0 = 0.5−2.5 au and λ = 1.6 (see
Fig. 15). The smaller launching radii derived in the MHD disk
wind scenario with respect from the PDW scenario derives from
the fact that MHD disk winds always extract angular momentum
from the underlying disk (see Eq. (6) with λ ≥ 1.5). In PDW
wind, the same equation applies with λ = 1. Therefore, larger
r0 are required in PDW models to account for a given observed
specific angular momentum.
Combining Eqs. (6) and (7) above, it may be seen that once
a disk wind streamline has reached the asymptotic regime then
the product r × Vφ × Vp is constant and only depends on λ and
M∗ (see Eq. (10) in Ferreira et al. 2006). Therefore if the atomic
jet traces inner streamlines in the same MHD disk wind solution
with λ = 1.6, specific angular momentum less than 10 au km s−1
for streamlines with poloidal velocities larger than 50 km s−1 are
predicted. Rotation velocities would be smaller than 0.7 km s−1
at radial distances from the jet axis r ≥ 14 au (angular resolution limit of HST observations). This would be consistent with
the fact that no conclusive rotation signature was found for the
collimated optical jet of HH30 with HST/STIS by Coffey et al.
(2007) down to a precision of 5 km s−1 .
Such MHD disk wind solutions with small magnetic lever
arm values are at the limit of the parameter space for steady
magneto-centrifugal disk winds (for which the minimum authorized value is of λ = 3/2). These solutions with small magnetic
lever arm values correspond to slow and dense MHD disk wind
solutions including a significant entropy deposition at the base
of the wind (Casse & Ferreira 2000). Recent global non-ideal
MHD simulations of 3D stratified disks have shown that such
magneto-thermal disk winds may be a natural outcome of magnetized disks (Bai et al. 2016; Béthune et al. 2017).
In radially self-similar steady MHD accretion-ejection solutions where the disk wind extracts all of the angular momentum
required for accretion, the radial variation of the mass accretion rate can be expressed with Ṁacc (r) = Ṁacc (rin ) × ( rrin )ξ with

We estimate the range of disk radii involved in the launching of the CO disk wind from the velocity width of the shell
in the transverse pv diagrams. The FWHM in velocity of the
profiles is typically 3 km s−1 , which translates into a range of
poloidal velocities Vp = 6−11 km s−1 . Such a range of a factor
2 in poloidal velocity can be accounted for by a range of a factor 1/4 in disk radii (since Vp ∝ Vkep (r0 )). These shells could
trace inner more collimated streamlines in the disk wind. With
λ = 1.6 and RRout
= 4 we infer Ṁacc (rin ) ' 6 × 10−8 M yr−1 ,
in
comparable to the estimated mass flux in the CO wind. Such an
estimate of the inner disk accretion rate would imply an ejection/accretion ratio of '0.03 for the inner atomic jet (estimated
mass loss of 2×10−9 M yr−1 ; Bacciotti et al. 1999). This ratio is
fully consistent with the typical ratio of jet mass-flux to accretion
rate in T Tauri stars of 0.01–0.1 (Nisini et al. 2018). Therefore, it
would suggest that the CO disk wind extracts most of the angular momentum flux needed for accretion across the wind launching region, and a large amount of the incoming mass-flux (since
Ṁw ∼ Ṁacc (rout )). Detailed predictions in CO in such MHD disk
wind solutions are required to confirm these order of magnitude
estimates.
With an inferred launching radius r0 ' 0.5−2.5 au, the
wind is expected to be dusty, which helps the survival of
molecules by shielding them from the protostar energetic radiation. Panoglou et al. (2012) computed the coupled ionization,
chemical, and thermal evolution in a MHD disk wind solution
with moderate magnetic lever arm (λ = 14). These authors
showed that for streamlines anchored at 1 au, the survival of CO
molecules requires accretion rates above 10−6 M yr−1 . An MHD
disk wind with λ = 1.6 as derived for the CO cavity in HH 30
would be significantly denser than the MHD wind solution investigated by Panoglou et al. (2012), which could help to shield the
CO molecules from photo-dissociating radiation.
An MHD disk wind origin for the low-velocity, V-shaped CO
outflow has been suggested in a few recent studies. In particular
rotation signatures have been reported in five cases so far; all
of these were reported in younger Class I and Class 0 sources
(Launhardt et al. 2009; Zapata et al. 2015; Bjerkeli et al. 2016;
Tabone et al. 2017; Hirota et al. 2017). Zapata et al. (2015) and
Tabone et al. (2017) recently conducted a detailed comparison
with expectations from steady MHD disk winds. In particular,
Tabone et al. (2017) showed that rotation signatures in the slow
SO/SO2 outflow in HH212 are best fitted by a MHD disk wind
with a small lever arm (λ ≤ 5). Zapata et al. (2015) derived
a similar low lambda value (λ = 2) for the outflow around
DG Tau B. These two cases therefore point towards a MHD
disk wind solution similar to that inferred in HH30. Interestingly, the observed specific angular momentum and the derived
launching radii for all these younger sources are all larger than
those derived in HH30: r0 ranges from >10 au in Orion source
I & DG Tau B (Hirota et al. 2017; Zapata et al. 2015), 5–25 au
in TMC1-A (Bjerkeli et al. 2016), and up to 40 au in HH212
(Tabone et al. 2017). This suggests a possible evolutionary scenario in the radial extent of the launching region of the wind.
Nolan et al. (2017) recently developed semi-analytical models
of the steady MHD disk wind launching regions incorporating
all diffusion mechanisms in the disk. These authors show that
properties of the disks strongly impact the radial extent of the
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Fig. 16. Comparison of our derived CO flow axis wiggling (top panel) and centroid velocities variation (bottom panel) along the flow axis with
the expectations of orbital (red) motions and precession (green) scenarios. Both measurements have been subtracted by their mean value (1.5 au
for the transverse displacements and 0.07 km s−1 for the centroid velocities). The red dashed curves shows the expected variations for the best fit
orbital solution derived by Estalella et al. (2012), assuming that the CO flow is arising from the same CS disk as the atomic jet. The green dashed
curve shows the variations expected in the equivalent precessing model (see text for more details).

wind launching region. In particular, increasing the disk surface
density corresponds to launching regions at larger radii. Clearly,
investigation of the disk-outflow connection in a larger sample is
required to investigate further this aspect.
5.1.3. Constraints on the HH30 binary in the disk wind
scenario

Our ALMA observations bring new constraints on the binary
scenario developed by Anglada et al. (2007) and Estalella et al.
(2012) to account for the large-scale wiggling of the HH30
atomic jets.
Estalella et al. (2012) showed that the kinematics and positions of the knots in the HH30 atomic jet and counter-jet can be
reproduced by the orbital motion of the jet source in a binary
system with separation of a = 18.0 ± 0.6 au whose orbital plane
is perpendicular to the jet axis. If the CO flow is indeed tracing
a disk wind, we derive an upper limit for its launching radius of
7 au from its observed specific angular momentum. Therefore,
in the orbital scenario favoured by Estalella et al. (2012), the CO
flow must be arising from one of the circumstellar (hereafter CS)
disks. We plot in Fig. 16 with a red dashed curve the expected
flow axis wiggling and variation of the centroid velocity of the
best-fit orbital solution derived by Estalella et al. (2012) at the
time of our ALMA observations, assuming that the CO flow
arises from the same CS disk as the atomic jet. In the orbital
scenario, the flow ejection velocity and direction is assumed constant in time and the observed variation of Vcent (z) is due to the
orbital motion of the jet source. We take for the CO flow Vz,CO =
5.3 km s−1 /tan(35◦ ) = 7.5 km s−1 and for Vjet = 98 km s−1 . We
compare this prediction to the transverse displacements and
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centroid velocities of the CO rings as derived from our fitting
procedure in the transverse pv diagrams. Both measurements
have been subtracted by their mean value (1.5 au for the transverse displacements and 0.07 km s−1 for the centroid velocities).
The orbital solution clearly predicts too large wiggling both in
position and velocities. Indeed the best-fit orbital velocity of the
(primary) jet source has an amplitude of 1.5 ± 0.2 km s−1 . If the
CO flow was arising from the same CS disk as the atomic jet,
we would expect the same variation of the CO profile centroid
velocities, which is clearly not detected. This argument is also
valid if the CO flow is arising from the CS disk of the companion (non-jet source) since its orbital velocity would be larger.
Thus if the CO flow is indeed arising from a disk wind, it is not
compatible with the 18 au binary orbital scenario favoured by
Estalella et al. (2012).
We investigate below the equivalent precession solution that
also reproduces large-scale wiggling of the atomic jet. In that
scenario, the wiggling is produced by the precession of the flow
axis, induced for example by the presence of a companion with
an orbital plane inclined with respect to the disk plane of the
jet source. This scenario was discarded by Anglada et al. (2007)
and Estalella et al. (2012) on the basis that it would require unrealistic small binary separations, <1 au. We come back to this
issue below. The precession model equivalent to the previous
orbital solution is defined by precession period = 114 yr, precession angle β such that tan(β) = v0/vjet , which gives β = 0.9◦ ,
precession phase φp = φ0 + 2 ∗ π, and precession rotation sense
opposite to the orbital rotation sense. Such a solution also reproduces the observed wiggling of the atomic jet axis positions on
large scales. In the precession scenario, the flow ejection velocity is assumed constant in time and the observed variation of
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Vcent (z) is due to the precession of the flow axis. We show in
Fig. 16 with a green dashed curve the expected flow axis position
and centroid velocity variations for such a solution at the time of
our ALMA observations, assuming constant Vz,CO = 7.5 km s−1 ,
Vjet = 98 km s−1 . We also overplot in Fig. 13 the variation of the
CO flow axis inclination predicted by such a solution assuming
an average flow axis inclination to the line of sight of i = 91◦ .
The precession solution strikingly reproduces the variation of the
12
CO centroid velocity and derived flow axis inclination. This
solution also reproduces the amplitude of variations for the flow
Xcent positions although there seems to be a small shift in phase
between models and observations. The model predictions fall
however within our estimated error bars on the Xcent positions.
We note that to reproduce the line centroid velocities variation,
a precession rotation in the sense opposite to the direction of
rotation of the disk is required. Thus the CO flow axis wiggling and line centroid velocity variations are compatible with
the same precession solution, which reproduces the wiggling of
the atomic jet. This supports a scenario in which both the CO
flow and atomic jet could arise from the same disk in solid body
precession.
Terquem et al. (1999) investigated the scenario in which disk
axis precession is induced by the presence of an outer companion
with an orbital plane inclined with respect to the disk plane of the
jet source. In that scenario, the misalignment between the two
planes corresponds to the precession angle. Therefore, a small
misalignment of only '1◦ would be needed to account for the
wiggling of the CO flow axis. Equation (1) from Terquem et al.
(1999) relates the precession period of the disk, assuming solid
body precession, to the orbital period of the binary (see also
Eq. (14) of Anglada et al. 2007). In that scenario the disk around
the primary (identified as the jet/flow source) is truncated at ' 31
of the binary separation. If we apply this equation and use the
additional constraints on the total mass of the system (Mtot =
0.45 M ) and assume that the wiggling due to the orbital motion
of the CO flow source has to be negligible with respect to the precession motion of its disk axis (implying V0 /VCO ≤ tan β hence
V0 ≤ 0.2 km s−1 ), we derive very small mass ratios between the
secondary and the primary (µ ≤ 2 × 10−3 ) and a binary separation (≤0.03 au). This solution appears very unlikely as the individual CS disk of the jet/CO flow source would be too small to
launch either a jet or a massive CO outflow.
Alternatively, a precession scenario different from that
studied by Terquem et al. (1999) could be operating. An inner
non co-planar binary system could induce precession in the surrounding circumbinary (hereafter CB disk). Again, a small misalignment ('1◦ ) between the orbital plane of the binary and
the CB disk plane would be enough to reproduce the observed
precession angle. The atomic jet and the CO flow could then
originate from different range of radii in this CB disk. In that scenario, the inner binary would need to be very close to allow the
launching of the fast atomic jet from the inner regions of the CB
disk. Alternatively, the atomic jet could originate from the CS
disk of one of the components in the close inner binary, while
the CO flow would originate from the CB disk. This scenario
was also suggested by Tambovtseva & Grinin (2008) from the
non-detection of the large-scale CO wiggling in the PdBI observations of P06. The constraint on the launching radius of the
CO outflow derived from our rotation measurements (r0 ≤ 7 au)
would imply a truncation radius for the CB disk ≤7 au. Hence
the central binary would need to be close (separation inferior to
half truncation radius, typically) but such a separation allows the
launching of a fast atomic jet from one of the CS disks. This
scenario could also account for the small misalignment of a few

degrees between the jet and CO flow axis. It is however not clear
how such a configuration would lead to a very similar precession
solution for both the atomic jet and CO flow. Another interesting precession mechanism was proposed by Lai (2003). Largescale magnetic fields threading the accretion disk are required in
MHD jet launching models. Such configurations may be subject
to warping instability and a retrograde precession driven by the
magnetic torques associated with the outflow. A detailed analysis in the context of the HH30 CO flow is required to test this
mechanism.
5.2. Entrainment scenario

A second scenario for the origin of the flow, first discussed by
Pety et al. (2006), is that the CO conical structure in HH30 traces
ambient gas swept up by a (so far unseen) wide-angle wind or by
jet bow shocks. Such a scenario has been put forward to explain
the V-shaped CO cavities commonly observed at the base of
larger scale molecular outflows around much younger protostellar Class 0 sources (Raga & Cabrit 1993; Li & Shu 1996;
Gueth & Guilloteau 1999; Lee et al. 2001; Arce et al. 2007). In
the following, we discuss the constraints put on this scenario by
our ALMA data.
We first note that our finding of a constant transverse velocity Vr ' 5 km s−1 in the HH30 outflow over a wide range in
radius (from r = 20 au out to r = 100 au) is not consistent with
the homologous expansion law V ∝ Z predicted by Li & Shu
(1996) for wide-angle wind driven cavities expanding into an
ambient medium with density varying as Z −2 , where Z is the
spherical radius. This situation, later modelled numerically by
Lee et al. (2001) and Shang et al. (2006), clearly cannot describe
the cavity kinematics in HH30. The very small implied cavity
age tr = Vr /r ≤ 500 yr would also be a problem; it would imply
that the wide-angle wind was launched only very recently compared to the source age of a few Myr (class II), which seems
unlikely.
However an ambient density distribution shallower than
1/R2 is expected after the onset of gravitational collapse on
spatial scales z ≤ 300 au especially at the age of HH30.
Delamarter et al. (2000) studied numerically the interaction of
an isotropic wide-angle wind with the flattened infalling and
rotating envelope model from Hartmann et al. (1996). These
simulations predict the formation of conical shocked wind cavity. For the wind and ambient structure adopted in their simulations, an opening angle '35◦ as observed in HH30 is reached
for f 0 = Ṁinfall / Ṁwind = 10. This value is in line with typical
expectations that on average the disk accretion rate would verify
Ṁacc ' Ṁinfall and Ṁwind ' 0.1 Ṁacc .
We estimated transverse expansion speeds predicted by the
simulations of Delamarter et al. (2000) from the time snapshots
of the dense wind case shown in their Fig. 2. We derive typical
cavity expansion velocities at z ' 250 au of 3 km s−1 at 120 yr
and 1 km s−1 at 160 yr. Hence, in this shallower density gradient, the cavity expansion slows down rapidly over time and we
expect that by the age of HH30 the shocked wind has reached
pressure equilibrium against ambient gas, so the cavity reaches
a steady state and no longer expands, while the shocked wind is
forced to flow along its walls. The radial velocity Vr is then not
due to sideways expansion but to gas flowing parallel to the cavity walls. In this case the CO cavity age can be much larger than
Vr /r. Such a steady-state wind cavity geometry was explored by
Barral & Canto (1981) for an isotropic wide-angle wind propagating in a self-gravitating disk atmosphere with vertical hydrostatic equilibrium. From their Fig. 4, a final semi-opening angle
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of 35◦ from the pole would require h/R = 0.5, where h is the
altitude above the plane of the disk and R the radius. Hence this
stationary cavity scenario allows for longer ages, but requires
material at large heights above the disk that is not detected from
our 13 CO and 12 CO observations.
The observed conical structure does not necessarily require
a wide-angle wind. A stationary conical cavity could also be
carved by a jet bow shock propagating into a z−2 density field,
as predicted analytically by Raga & Cabrit (1993) and verified in
the numerical simulations of Cabrit et al. (1997; see their Fig. 4).
Although no large-scale CO outflow is detected in HH30, we
could only be sensitive to the very base of the brighter cavity.
The detection of an inner shell of material on the distant (z ≥ 200 )
transverse pv diagrams suggests the presence of an inner bow
shock inside the main cavity, strongly supporting this possibility.
The latter is also corroborated by the longitudinal pv diagrams
at −0.200 < x < 0.200 , which display a high-velocity component
in both red-shifted and blue-shifted channels that could betray a
recent bullet unresolved at our angular resolution. Finally, bow
shocks are easier to confine since they are intrinsically more collimated and slower than wide angle winds. Stationary configurations are thus likely to be reached at lower ambient density with
bow shock-driven cavities.
If the observed CO cavity mostly traces swept-up material,
we can derive a crude estimate of the initial average density of
the swept-up material by dividing the observed cavity mass by
its volume (approximated by a cone of semi-opening angle of
35◦ ). We find nH2 ' 3 × 105 cm−3 . This value is comparable to
the average density expected on 100 au spatial scales for a spherically collapsing envelope around a 0.5 M star with an infalling
rate of 2.5 × 10−7 M yr−1 . Such infalling rate seems unlikely at
the evolved stage of HH30. Moreover, with such densities, we
would expect to detect a hint of the envelope in our 12 CO and
13
CO maps. Signatures of extended emission are detected in the
channel maps close to the systemic velocity. However, this component appears to extend over the full ALMA field of view and
does not seem peaked towards HH30. The recovered emission on
scales of 1000 is weaker in 13 CO than in 12 CO, indicating it is less
dense than 3 × 105 cm−3 (otherwise 13 CO would have an optical
depth of 200 at line centre for a line width of 1 km s−1 ). Although
ACA observations would be required to image this component
fully and definitely rule out an envelope around HH30, it currently seems more likely that the CO cavity contains mostly
ejected material.
High-angular resolution observations of the HH30 jet base
conducted with HST by Hartigan & Morse (2007) reveal the
atomic jet morphology on scales very comparable to our ALMA
CO observations. On the north-eastern jet side, proper motions
are derived for three emission knots. Taking into account the
15 years time lag between the HST and ALMA observations,
these three knots would lie at z = 3.500 , 500 and 600 at the time
of our ALMA observations. The predicted positions of the first
two knots overlaps with the positions where the inner CO shell
is detected in our pv diagrams (z = 200 −500 ). However a definite association between the radio and optical features is difficult. One reason for this is their different dynamical ages: a few
years for the optical knots versus a few 100 years for the CO
outflow. New knots emerge every few years in the jet so it is
likely that we have one or two new jet knots within the first 400 .
Contemporary optical observations of the jet would be required
to study in detail the connection between the atomic jet and CO
outflow.
Other pending questions in the entrainment scenario are
accounting for the observed precession and rotation of the
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CO outflow: Are they mostly inherited from the underlying
atomic jet or from the surrounding medium (envelope/disk wind)
in which the jet propagates? Detailed numerical simulations
addressing these issues specifically are under way to fully test
the entrainment hypothesis.
5.3. Origin of the asymmetry

As noted by Pety et al. (2006), a peculiar aspect of the HH30
CO cavity compared to younger Class 0 outflows is the lack of
detectable CO cavity on the southern side. We derive 12 CO(2–1)
flux ratios >10 between the northern and southern lobes of the
CO cavity on spatial scales ≤100 implying an order of magnitude
difference in column density.
If the CO emission in HH30 is tracing swept-up material,
it would imply a strong asymmetry either in the strength of
the jet/wide-angle wind sweeping the cavity or in the ambient
gas density on 40–200 au scales. Bacciotti et al. (1999) derived
a similar mass and momentum rate between the HH30 jet
and counter-jet, taking into account the difference in velocity
recently derived by Hartigan & Morse (2007) and Estalella et al.
(2012). Indeed, proper motions in the SW counter-jet are on
average larger by a factor 1.7–2 than in the NE jet. The nondetection of the southern CO cavity is therefore not likely due
to a less powerful underlying jet. It also suggests that the faintness of the counter-jet is probably not due to larger extinction
but maybe to less ambient material to entrain towards the South.
This might also explain the asymmetry in velocities. The northeastern atomic jet may be slower because the atomic emission
partially traces entrained layers.
The difference in jet/counter-jet velocity behaviour may provide an additional source of asymmetry for the CO cavity. The
CO associated with the SW molecular cavity may be photodissociated owing to the faster and more variable SW atomic
jet (Hartigan & Morse 2007; Estalella et al. 2012). Indeed the
receding jet shows significantly larger radial velocity variations,
with ∆V ' 80−120 km s−1 between knots, than the approaching jet where ∆V ' 50 km s−1 (Estalella et al. 2012). Shock
velocities larger than 100 km s−1 can produce significant ionizing
radiation leading to photo-dissociation of CO molecules in the
SW molecular component while the NW molecular component
would remain unaffected. However, it would be a bit surprising
in that scenario to completely suppress the CO south-west cavity
emission.
The origin of the asymmetry could also be intrinsic to the
launching process if the CO outflow traces a disk wind. Numerical simulations conducted by Dyda et al. (2015) explored the
conditions under which asymmetric outflows/jets are created
when combining rotating stellar magnetosphere with an inner
viscous/diffusive magnetized disk. In particular, strong and persistent asymmetric disk winds arise in their simulations in the
case of dense and weakly magnetized disks (with large β representing the thermal pressure to magnetic pressure ratio in the
disk mid-plane). However the inferred variability timescales are
short (a few years) compared to the minimum timescale of the
CO outflow in HH 30 (>500 yr) and more in line with the
timescales observed in the atomic jets. Similarly, recent MHD
simulations by Béthune et al. (2017) of magnetized disks performed on larger spatial scales and taking into account non-ideal
effects show cases in which one-sided magneto-thermal disk
winds can occur over specific range of disk radii. The understanding of such behaviour requires more extensive numerical
simulations exploring the full parameter space. In such models,
the asymmetric launching results from a decoupling of physi-
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cal conditions in the upper and lower surfaces of the disk. No
significant difference in the CO emission arising from each face
of the disk is detected in our ALMA observations (see Fig. 3a).
However, these observations explore the disk behaviour at radii
30 au < r < 250 au significantly larger than the spatial scales
from which the flow would be ejected if it originates from a
disk wind (r ' a few au). Under this hypothesis, it remains to
be explained why the CO outflow is monopolar while the atomic
jet is bipolar. Dyda et al. (2015) found that the degree of symmetry of the outflows and their persistence both depend on β. A
variation of this parameter with radius in the disk may lead to
different properties of symmetry for jets/outflows launched from
different radii. In addition the high-velocity jet could originate
from the interaction of the stellar magnetosphere with the inner
disk, while the CO outflow would originate from much larger
disk radii. In that scenario, different properties of asymmetry of
the jet and outflow would be naturally expected depending on the
nature of the star/disk interaction, and in particular, the location
of the inner disk truncation radius, as well as the magnetization
of the inner disk.

6. Conclusions
We have observed the T Tauri pre-main sequence star HH30 with
ALMA during the cycle 2 campaign in Band 6 (211–275 GHz).
The circumstellar disk of HH30 is detected in continuum at
1.33 mm and in 13 CO(J = 2 → 1), while the 12 CO(J = 2 → 1)
emission is a mixture of emissions arising from the disk and from
the outflow.
The 1.3 mm continuum emission is fully resolved and shows
an elongated morphology along PA = 31.2◦ ± 0.1◦ with a sharp
fall-off in intensity at a radius of 75 au (0.5500 ). The emission is
only marginally resolved in the transverse direction, implying an
intrinsic vertical width ≤24 au and an inclination to the line-ofsight i ≥ 85◦ . The continuum intensity profile along the disk is
consistent with a constant flux of 2.4 mJy beam−1 to within 3σ.
We do not detect an inner hole in the continuum image, unlike
the previous finding by Guilloteau et al. (2008). The 13 CO emission line profile and 13 CO channel maps are consistent with a
Keplerian disk, which agrees with the previous finding by P06.
The 13 CO emission is detected towards larger radii than the continuum emission, up to r = 180 au. The upper and lower surfaces of the disk display very symmetric emissions with less than
15% discrepancy. From the 13 CO integrated spectrum we derive
a source vlsr of 6.9 ± 0.1 km s−1 .
The outflow of HH30 arises from the inner parts of the northeastern surface of the disk and is detected in 12 CO out to z = 500 ,
or 700 au at the distance of the source. We derive a lower limit to
the total mass for the CO outflow of 1.7 × 10−5 M . The channel
maps and pv diagrams of the 12 CO emission are consistent with
the conical shell morphology previously derived by P06 out to
z = 1.800 = 250 au. In addition, we detect signatures of an inner
knot close to the source (z ' 0.2500 ) and of an inner shell at large
distances (z > 200 ). We confirm the conical shape of the cavity
and derive a semi-opening angle of 35◦ for 20 au < z < 250 au.
We constrain the base of the conical cavity at r0 < 22 au. The
derived velocity components are compatible with gas flowing
along the conical surface with constant velocity V = 9.3 km s−1 .
We report detection of CO axis wiggling. The derived variation
of the cone axis inclination to the line of sight shows a remarkable sinusoidal variation around 91◦ with amplitude 1.2◦ over
the central z = 250 au. We also detect small amplitude rotation signatures in the same sense as the underlying disk rotation sense with vφ × sin(i) ∈ [0.1; 0.7] km s−1 . We derive an

average specific angular momentum r × vφ = 38 ± 15 au km s−1
for 50 au < z < 250 au.
The morphology and the kinematics of the CO outflow are
compatible with expectations from an origin in a slow disk wind,
either through photo-evaporation or magneto-centrifugal processes. For both scenarios, we confirm the large minimum mass
flux of 9×10−8 M yr−1 for the CO wind. In the photo-evaporated
disk wind scenario, conservation of angular momentum leads to
a launching radius r0 of 1–7 au, which is comparable to the estimated critical radii from which the mass flux starts to originate
in these models. However, the derived large mass flux is difficult to account by current photo-evaporation models. On the
other hand, an origin in a magneto-centrifugal disk wind implies
a magnetic lever arm of 1.6 and launching radii in the range
0.5–2.5 au. Such MHD disk winds with small magnetic levers
correspond to solutions including significant entropy deposition
at the base of the wind. In both models, the wind extracts a significant amount of the accreted mass flux through the disk and
likely plays an important role in the gaseous disk evolution.
If the CO flow arises from a disk wind, our ALMA study
brings new constraints on the central binary scenario in HH30.
The ALMA observations would rule out the orbital scenario
previously favoured to account for the wiggling of the atomic
jet, as it would predict centroid velocity variations of amplitude 1.5 km s−1 , much larger than observed. On the other hand,
the equivalent precession scenario predicts centroid velocity and
position variations much more in accordance with our ALMA
observations. If the CO flow originates from one of the CS disks,
unrealistically small separations of the binary are inferred. We
therefore favour a precession scenario in which the CO flow originates from the CB disk around an inner non-coplanar binary
with separation less than 3.5 au.
Another possible origin for the CO outflow is through
entrainment of surrounding matter. If the CO cavity of HH30
is due to dragged material, the dichotomy between the age of
HH30 (a few Myr) and the constant radial velocity of the outflow of 5.3 km s−1 , which implies a cavity age ∼500 yr, favours
a stationary cavity in which the material flows along the conical
shape of the outflow. Detailed simulations for the evolution of
the base of jet bow shock driven cavities on spatial scales comparable to our HH30 ALMA observations are under way to fully
test this scenario and in particular to account for the observed
rotation and wiggling of the CO outflow.
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Appendix A: Complementary figures

Fig. A.1. Channel maps of the 12 CO(2–1) emission line of HH30. The contours start at 5σ with 5σ steps with σ = 2.0 mJy beam−1 . The channel
velocity is indicated in the top in km s−1 . The cross locates the central position of the disk as seen in the continuum.
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00

12
Fig. A.2. Transverse pv diagrams of the 12 CO emission, with pseudo slit parallel to the disk main axis, from y = =+
+4.9500 on the top left to
00
−1
y = −0.85 on the bottom right. The horizontal lines represent the vlsr of HH30 at 6.9 km s while the vertical lines outline the position x = 0.
The contour levels start at 3σ with 3σ steps, with σ = 1.86 mJy beam−1 .
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Fig. A.3. Longitudinal pv diagrams perpendicular to the disk, starting at x = 1.500 (top left) to x = −1.500 (bottom right). The black cross shows the
central position of the disk at x = 000 and the vlsr of HH30 at 6.9 km s−1 . The contour levels start at 5σ with 5σ steps, with σ = 2.0 Jy beam−1 . The
orange ellipse in dashed line highlights the high-velocity component seen at y ∼ 0.2500 from x = −0.200 to x = +0.200 . See text for more details.
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Fig. A.4. Channel maps of the residual 13 CO(2–1) emission line in the top disk hemisphere after subtraction of the symmetric emission from the
bottom hemisphere. The contours in black start at 3σ with 3σ steps with σ = 2.3 mJy beam−1 . The red contours highlight the negative emission at
−3σ and −6σ.

Fig. A.5. Channel maps of the 12 CO emission line of the disk of HH30 from 3.2 km s−1 (top left) to 10.1 km s−1 (bottom right). The black contours
start at 5σ with 5σ steps, where σ = 2.0 mJy beam−1 . Overlaid in red are the contours of the 13 CO(2–1) emission arising from the south-western
part of the disk. The contours start at 3σ with 3σ steps, where σ = 2.3 mJy beam−1 .
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Fig. A.6. Channel maps of the 12 CO emission line of the disk of HH30 after subtraction of the disk contribution in the northern hemisphere (see
Sect 4.1). The contours start at 5σ with 5σ steps with σ = 2.0 mJy beam−1 (or 0.8 K). The channel velocity is indicated in the top in km s−1 .
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Fig. A.7. Transverse pv diagrams fits from y = +0.100 to y = +0.8500 . The black crosses show the trace determined according to the method
described in text. The yellow line shows the result of the fit of this trace by an ellipse. See text for more details.
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Fig. A.8. Transverse pv diagrams fits from y = +100 to y = +1.7500 . The black crosses show the trace determined according to the method described
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Appendix B: Fitting the transverse position-velocity
diagrams
We give below the equations used in Sect. 4 to model the transverse pv diagrams. The procedure is very similar to that recently
published in Hirota et al. (2017) except that we also allow for decentring of the shell in order to retrieve possible wiggling signatures. We define (x, y) as the plane of the disk (see Fig. 11-left).
The z-axis is assumed to be inclined at an angle i with respect
to the line of sight. In the case of HH 30, i ' 90◦ so the plane
of the sky is very close to the (x, z) plane. We assume that, at
each altitude z above the plane of the disk, the flow can be modelled by a circular shell of radius R with axisymmetric velocity
components Vz , Vr , and Vφ in cylindrical coordinates. Due to
wiggling, the centre of the shell can be offset in the x-axis by an
amount xoffset (offsets in the y direction will not be detectable).
In the transverse pv diagram, constructed with the slit aligned
along the x-axis (i.e. perpendicular to the jet), this shell of
material projects onto an ellipse according to the following
equations:

where φ is the azimuthal angle around the z-axis counted counterclockwise, Vlos is the projected flow velocity along the line
of sight (negative for approaching flow), and V0 is the projected
source velocity along the line of sight.
By convention, Vz is positive for outward directed velocity
component along the z-axis and Vφ is positive for a rotation sense
counterclockwise in the (x, y) plane, i.e. in the case of HH 30 for
a rotation sense identical to the disk rotation sense measured in
13
CO (see Fig. 3).
The relationships relating the five parameters of the ellipse
(half axes a (major) and b (minor), centre coordinates rcent ,
and Vcent , position angle PA) to the five parameters of the shell
(R, xoffset , Vz , Vr , Vφ ) are given below:
xoffset = rcent
V z = −(Vcent − V0 )/ cos i

−1
(Vr sin i)2 = (cos PA)2 /a2 + (sin PA)2 /b2
(Vφ sin i)/R = 0.5 × (Vr sin i)2 × sin 2PA × (1/b2 − 1/a2 )


1/R2 = (cos PA)2 /b2 + (sin PA)2 /a2 − (Vφ /R)2 /Vr2 .

x − xoffset = R × cos φ

 The position angle PA of the ellipse is measured from the +Vlos
Vlos − V0 = − Vz × cos i + Vr × sin i × sin φ + Vφ × sin i × cos φ , axis and counted positive towards the −x direction.
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